Resolution for UN World Reconciliation Day

“A RESOLUTION TO IMPORE THE UNITED NATIONS THRU SEC. GEN. KOFI ANNAN TO DECLARE THE LAST SATURDAY OF THE MONTH OF APRIL OF EACH YEAR AS UN WORLD RECONCILIATION DAY.”

WHEREAS, the major task of the United Nations is to promote world peace and order, security and equality, human right and dignity.

WHEREAS, to fulfill this vision demands refocusing world consciousness in seeking means and ways of mitigating confrontations and conflicts in sensitive areas such as economic, political, social, culture and religion.

WHEREAS, RECONCILIATION uplift the human mind to reach out and build structures that foster mutual interaction and responsorial dialogue as shown by various interreligious rites and traditions practiced around the world.

NOW, THEREFORE, WE, the undersigned officers of the hereafter named organizations, do hereby, and by virtue of this Resolution, implore the United Nations thru the Secretary General, the Honorable Kofi Annan, to designate the last Saturday of the month of April of each year as UN World Reconciliation Day.

“ADOPTED UNANIMOUSLY”, this 14th of DECEMBER, 2003, AT WALDHOF PLACE, BAD EILSEN, GERMANY

Romulo V. Tajon
Vorstand, S.E.R. Stiftung D (UN NGO Consultant)  Prof. Dr. Stanislaus von Korn
Vorstandsvorsitzender, S.E.R. Stiftung D (UN NGO Consultant)

Marianne Sibold-Zumstein
Präsidentin, S.E.R. Stiftung CH (UN NGO Consultant)  Gisela Kuhle
Vorstand, Global Family e.V.

Verena Zander
Vorstand, S.E.R. Stiftung NL  Helga Röhling
Vorstand, SER Kinder-Verein Wesel

Birgit Bilitz
Vorstand, ERGOSOM Verein D  Prof. Dr. Markus Rutishauser
Vorstand, ERGOSOM Verein CH

Rektor Herbert Peifer
Geschäftsführer, Begegnungsstätte Waldhof gGmbH  Tebora Merz
Verwaltungsratspräsidentin Trustworld AG

Prof. Dr. Klaus Kniffki
Vorstand, International Reconciliation Forum (i.g.)  Matthias Tajon
Geschäftsführer, Global Balance (i.g.)